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our strategy talked about e-learning, but in the past three years, terminology, practice and contexts have 
developed. The term 'e-learning' can now sometimes be too narrowly defined to describe fully the widespread 
use of learning technology in institutions. We think it is more appropriate to consider how institutions can 
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face-to-face and online learning experiences...most important, blended learning is a fundamental redesign 
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programme, while at the same time recognising that there is merit in retaining face-to-face contact and other 
traditional approaches to supporting students’ U6)19#*)':%WXX_+%(CWTC%%
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0#-/7L%MFlexible learning is enabling learners to learn when they want (frequency, timing, duration), how they 
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MBoth Piaget (a representative of the cognitive paradigm) and most of the behaviorists have reached the 
same conclusion about education; namely, that it must be individualised’C%
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MSocial constructionism in information studies is taken to mean the focus on dialogue and discourse as the 
essential elements in people describing and producing their experiences. Dialogue and discourse stress the 
role of language in the building of social reality, which encompasses information practices as seeking, 
accessing, creating, using and sharing information’C%
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